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Murder Trial
By JOSEPH BINNO
United Press International
DETROIT (tips — A set of 14
photographs of the body of slain
auto dealer Parvin Lassiter and
theigicene were shown today to the
jutif hearing the murder trial of
Lassiter's widow and her lover.
Circuit Judge Joseph G. Rashid
approved introduction of the photos after clearing up a defense objection made to them Wednesday.
After the pictures were shown
to the jury, State Police Detective
Roy Tanner returned to the witness stand for cross - examination
'V-1E-C.-attorney lot LasSiters
do
The 8-by-10 enlargements of the
gruesome photos in court Wednesday produced another emotional
outburst on the part of Mrs. Nelle
Lassiter, accused of plotting her
husband's slaying, and a legal objection, from defense attorney Albert Summer.
The beautiful, blonde Mrs. Lassiter, a former model, and her admitted lover Gordon Watson. are
utilised of first degree murder
an conspiracy in the April 1959
slaying of her auto-dealer husband.
The photos showing Lassiter
sprawled in a ditch after he was
shot near Willow Run Airport were
presented by Assistant Prosecutor
(Continued on Page 3)

Library Week Here
There was one young mother
last week who didn't mind the
spotlight. In fact she even went
to the trouble to raise her children right near the sidewalk so
she could be where people congregated.
lite stayed there in her home
vch had a big "picture window"
ai„i fed her three children, with
people walking back and fourth
but never seemed to mind their
presence whatever.
Folks stared and pointed, but
she held her head high with her
three children gathered around
her and just stared back as if to
say, "Well, what are you looking
at".
Ike may not have been the first
RoTin of Spring. but at least she
one of the first and she was observing Library Week in her own
birdlike manner. Mother Robin
built her nest in the big evergreen next to the walk that leads
to the library on North Sixth
street. She did not even go to the
trouble to build next to the trunk,
but preferred to build way out on
a limb next to the walk.
ie nest was in plain view and
the three little Robins stuck their
heads out from under their mother's wing watching the people
go by as the visited the library
last week.
Whether so many people made
them become too worldly too soon.
is not known, but at any rate they
have now left the protection and
security of the nest and ai-e getting
osij on their own.
Won't worry though because Mrs.
Robin is still watching out for
them and will until they are completely independent.
Whether it was intentional or
not the Rubin family added much
to Library Week and aroused much
comment from the record thron&
of visitors.
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 27, 1961

President Ralph H. Woods was at
MORE GROUNDBREAKING
U. controls of the bulldozer last veztek when ground was broken for
the apartment building for married students. Mr. Hal Perry (center),
the general contractor, and Mr. Douglas Mcl-oney of mcLoney, Tunce
& Clark. appeared pleased with his dirt-moving ability.

BULLETIN Ground Broken
NEW YORK API — Nine players from five college basketball
teams today were named as bribe
takers in a New York county
grand jury indictment.

Dollar

Department

Store To Open
The Dollar Department Store of
Murray, formerly owned and operated by Mr. Wiseman, has been
sold to J. L. Turner and Sons
of Scottsville. Kentucky.
J. L. Turner and Sons own and
operate a large group of Dollar
General Stores in Kentucky and
Tennessee. The management expressed pleasure at being able to
add Murray to its grossing list of
cities.
-The building has been completely
remodeled and the shopping spar'?
has been increased approximately
25 feet in length by removing .a
storage room partition at the rear
of the building.
Walter Gupton, District Sales
Managef. and Billy Rutledge, both
of Scottsville, have supervised the
change over of operation and remodeling of the interior of the
store. The business will now be
known as the "Dollar General
Store. Inc."
Lowell Wilson of Leitchfield,
Kentucky will be manager of the
store.
A grand opening of the new
store will be held tomorrow. Shoppers can find opening day specials
and every day good bargains in
an advertisement in today's issue
of the Ledger lit Times.

R. M.Lassiter
Dies Today Of
Heart Attack

For Married
Housing Units
Ground was broken last week
for a married housing development at Murray State College and
the project became the fourth major building program in progress
on the campus.
Already underway were two
men's dormitories and a classroom building for the business and
education departments.
Three floors of one dormitory
have already been occupied and
the fourth should be ready for
occupancy by the beginning of the
Summer Session. The second dormitory is scheduled for completion
by the beginning of the next
school year. The two dormitories,
built at a cost of $1.580.000 will
house 530 men.
The classroom building, which
will cost $1,400,000, may be ready
for use by Summer Session. 1962.
and will definitely be completed
by the fall semester of '62.
The married housing development will consist of 48 units in
four buildings. Cost of the project will be $490.000. Hal Perry
Construction Company of Renton
is contractor for the project. The
architect is Melgmey, Tune. and
Clark of Lexington. The Per
Construction Company was also
contarctor for. the first dormitory,
Lee Potter Smith and Associates
of Paducah designed both dormitories and the classroom building.
Dunn Brothers Construction Company of Columbus, Tennessee, is
contractor for the second dormitory. and O'Brien Construction of
Memphis has the contract for the
classroom building.
Tillman Taylor
Will Be Speaker

Bro. Tillman Taylor will be the
speaker at the New Concord
Church of Christ Sunday, April
30th.
Bro. Taylor will speak at both
Robert Miller 'Bobby" Lassiter.
age 83, died this morning of a the morning and,evening services
heart attack at his home near and the public is invited to attend.
New Concord. Mr. Lassiter was a
candidate for Magistrate from the Murray High Will
New Concord District.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Play Game Tonight
Ruby Lassiter. two daughters. Mrs.
Jot Pat Lamb of Hazel route three
The Murray High School Tigers
and Mrs. Endo Nucci of Madison will play their first night game
Heights, Michigan, two brothers, of the baseball season tonight.
Gardie Lassiter and Pat Lassiter The game with Lyon County is
both of New Concord, and four scheduled to get underway at Holgrandchildren.
land Field .at 7:00 o'clock.
Funeral arrangements are inAdmission will be 25 and 50
Churchill cents.
Max
complete. The
Funeral Home has charge of arrangements where friends may South
_P
Prose trotorsiodossol
Marshall To
call.
Present Program
Western Kentucky — M oat ly
clouoy witn scattered light show- Style Show To Be
ers this afternoon and tonight,
The Music Department of South
little tem7erature change. high Given Tomorrow
Marshall High School will present
its second annual musical productoday mid to upper 60s, low toThe !tome Economies Depart- tion, "Voice of Dixie", at the
night mid 50s. Friday partly cloudy.nd mild, high in the low 70s. ment of the Murray High School school Friday night.
emperatores at 5 a. m. (CST).: will present a style show on FriThe production under the direcCovington 49, Louisville 47 Bowl- day April 28 at 7:00 p. m.
tion of Mrs. John Bowker will beThere will he no admission gin at 7:30 o'clock. Admission will
ing Green 53, Paducah 47; London 51, Lexington 50 and llop- charge. The public is invited. A be 75 cents for adults and 50 cents
kinsville 49.
social hour will follow.
for students and children.
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IN OUR 8211d YEAR

By ALVIN B. WEBB JR.
United Press International
C APE CANAVERAL 11111 —
America today fired toward an
earth orbit a satellite carrying a
space telescope to study mysterious gamma rays and get a better
idea of what makes the universe
tick.
The 94.8-pound moonlet. to be
named "Explorer Xl." was carried aloft by a four-stage rocket
at 9:16 a. m. (EST).
It represented the first step in
a U. S. program to use orbiting
observatories...to. study. the milky
way and other star galaxies trillions of miles away.
Scientists hoped the little satellite would serve as the key to
unlock some of the oldest mysteries about our univeise. They were
hoping to learn more about its
makeup. its future and past.
Gamma radiations, space agency
scientists explained, hold particular interest because they are
associated with nuclear activity,
which involves energetic processes unmatched anywhere in nature."
Although little is known of
them, they could be the product
of galaxies building up or breaking down.
The satellite, a highly advanced
machine of the future, physically
resembles a top-heavy street lamp
of the past. It was designed as
an artificial "eye" through which
scientists could look at gamma
rays in space and trace them to
their origin.
-We're hoping to satisfy scientific curiosity," said Dr. George
Clark of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Construction Will Begin This
Summer On—Modern_Facility_

Lambuth Choir To
Sing Here Sunday
The- Larnhitth College Choir a
Jackson, Tennessee will sing at
the first Methodist Church Sunday
afternoon, April 30 at 3:00 o'clock.
This presentation of the choir,
under the direction of Barney
Thompson, is one of a segies of
tours in the Memphis Conference
area of Kentucky and Tennessee.
The choir will go from Murray to
Paducah. Kentucky, for a program
at the Broadway Methodist Church
on the evening of April 30.
The Lambuth College Choir this
year is composed of about 45 members and has been called one of
the finest known in Lambuth College history. Earlier in the year
the choir presented Ilandel's "Messiah". Selections from this presentation will be included in the
Sunday afternoon program here.
Other numbers will include selectionS-from SpaycTe, Baclf,-Periblesi;
Lewis and Morgan.
Mr. Thompson who directs the
choir has been at Lambuth College 16 years as head of the Music
Department a teacher of voice
and related subjects. He has had
aw ide conducting experience
baying conducted a touring musical
company for eleven years and two
years he had his own company.
Accompanists for the choir are
Georgia Beth Henson and Judy
Murchison.
Lambuth College is owned and
operated by the Methodist Church
in the Memphis Conference area.
It serves west Kentucky and Tennessee.
The public is cordially invited
to hear this fine choir.

Roddy Ray

Roddy Ray To
Lead Student
Revival Here

Roddy Ray. a student at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
will lead a campus revival on the
Murray State campus next week.
Services will be held each day at
7.30 a. m. in the football stadium
and at 700 p. m. at the Baptist
Student Center.
Roddy, who comes from Kilgore,
Texas, is a 1960 graduate of Baylor University. While at Baylor
he was named to "Who's Who in
American Colleges and UniversiMath Contest Is
ties:" he was named to the Dean's
List: he was a member of the
Set For Saturday
&SU Executive Council and president of the Ministerial Alliance.
Some 150 high school students
Roddy is currently serving as
w:11 participate in the Big 8 Con- assistant director of the BSU at
ference mathematics contest at the University of Louisville.
Murray State College Saturday.
High schools that wiH send contestants are Sturgis. Morganfield,
Henderson City, Henderson Couns Condition
Cooper
'
ty, Owensboro Senior, Daviess
County, and Madisonville.
Becomes Worse
Contests will be held in general
mathematics, algebra I. algebra II,
plane geometry, and senior cornpre,iensive math, which includes
Mrs. Belle Redden. age 83, died
both solid geometry and trigono- today at her home just north
of
metry.
the city limits on the Benton
Registration for the contests
road. Her death was the result of
will begin at 9:45 a. m The concomplications following an extendtests will begin at 1045 a. m.
ed illness.
Both teams and individual winSurvivors are; three daughters:
ners will be selected in each conMrs. Locke Montgomery of New
test.
Concord, Mrs. E. S. Pittman of
Nashville, and Mrs. W. T. Johnson of Tulsa, Oklahoma. two sons,
Funeral Of George
Huron and Thomas Redden both
,)f. Murray, two grandchildren, JanColburn Is Held
ice Montgomery and Pat Thomas
Rev. Walter E. Mischke and Redden.
Mrs. Redden was a member of
Rev. Harold Lassiter conducted
the funeral rites for George W. the Cumberland Presbyterian
('olburn held at the First Metho- Church. Funeral services will be
dist Church this afternoon at 2:00 held Friday at 3:00 p. m. at the
o'clock. Burial was in Murray Me- J. H. Churchill Chapel with Rev.
Eurie Mathis officiating. Burial
morial Gardens.
Colburn, age 66, died of a heart will be in the Murray city cemeGory Cooper
attack at his home yesterday on tery.
Friends may call at the J. H.
HOLLWOOD (UPD — .Fihn star Murray route five. He was a vetChurchill Funeral Home which has
Gary Cooper's condition in his eran of World War I, member of
charge of arrangements.
fight against 'advanced cancer" the American Legion, and a memhas taken a turn for the worse, ber of the Fgrst Methodist Church.
Active pallbearcres were: M. 0,
giving his physitian and family
PACK WILL MEET
M'rather. Bryan Tolley, Elliott
reasons for grave concern."
Carl
Rowland,
J.
M.
"Jim"
In the first official announce- Wear,
Cub Scout Pack 90 will meet at
ment Wednesday on the 59-year- Hart, and Abe Thompson. Honold actor's illness, Dr. Rex Kan- orary pallbeareres were: David College High on Friday April 28
Henry. Gobel Moody, Harry Wilcox, at 7:00 p. m.
namer reported:
-Gary Cooper is a victim of ad- Frank Bratton, Elbert Houston,
Taylor Smith, Bert Dodd, Cliff Clean-Up Week Hints
vanced cancer.
"In 1960 he underwent surgery Dodd, Leon Grogan and William
Friendship
for carcinoma of the colon. Sev- Whitnell. and the
eral months ago, the malignancy Class Of the First Methodist
was discovered at multiple sites Church,
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
throughout the body. In the past
Grab that mop, broom and suds
week there has been a worsening Home was in charge of the ar- pail and let's make Murray clean
of his general condition and there rangements.
this week. It will mean more
is reason for grave concern."
healthful living for you and your
Cooper's spirits were lifted Wed- Birthday Dinner
pernesday when he received a
sonal message from Queen Eliza- Given Mr. Crawford
beth offering her- best wishes.
Mr. Talmadge Crawford was surPresident Kennedy talked to him
prised with a birthday dinner at
on the phone last week.
The queen's message was de- his home on Cedar Street. Paris,
livered to Cooper's home by the Tennessee on the, evening of April
British consul in Los Angeles. The 26.
Those driving from Murray to
queen said she had learned "with
great regret" of his illness iind attend the dinner were his son
sent her "best wishes."
Nix Crawford and Mrs. Crawford;
his daughter Mrs. Dan Knouff and
RUMMAGE SALE
Mr. Knouff; his grandchildren Bob
Crawford and Mrs. Carwford, Mrs.
Girl Scout Troops 15 and 21 Betty Jo Purdom and Mr. Purdom.
will have a •rummage sale SaturAlso attending were Dr. and family to clean up the house now
day April 29 at the American Le- Mrs. F. E. Crawford and Mr. and during Clean-up week.
gion Hall.
Mrs. Pat Cox of Paducah.
The tourist season is beginning

Resident Dies
This Morning

expected from the state if the
runway is to be paved.
The state has already pledged
$25,000 and has paid to the board
$22:000. The Federal -Cgivernment
has pledged 155.000. Allout .$45-000
was raised locally.
Chairman BlAord Hurt reported
that the board now has $43.669
in money, pledges and land which
would represent enough, if matched by the state, to blacktop the
airport runway.
Another $18,000 from the state
would assure this type construction. Mr. La Fontaine indicated
that he felt that the state would
supply this amount of money to
the board.
osjb,j1ity of adding_ $(X)
C
feet more to the runway to make
it 3,500 feet instead of 3.000 feet
was discussed. It was thought that
much of the construction cost of
this extra 500 feet would be eliminated by use of city and county
trucks in the hauling of gravel.
It was pointed out 'that 3500
feet would fall within the airport
runway length desired by most
companies which own their own
planes.
This length runway would also
be of help to the college when it
uses planes to take their teams
to various points.
Present at the meeting this
Kentucky News
morning at 11 00 o'clock at the
city hall was Mr. Walker of the
District Highway Department ofBriefs
fice in Paducah. The state has
committed itself to constructing the
2785 foot access road to the airBy United Press International
port from the Penny Road,
Mr. Walker left the meeting
-- The
Ky (1311
(Continued on Page 3)
University of Louisville Wednesday invited former President Harry S. Truman to accept an honorary. doctor of laws degree at a
convocation May 26. The former
president will be here on that
date to address the annual convention of the Kentucky State Bar
Association.
RICHMOND, Ky. it Pit — Officials of Eastern Kentucky State
College Wednesday announced
the appointment of Dixon A.
Barr, 29. of Crown Point. Ind.,
By ANTHONY AUSTIN
as director of the training school,
Unttrd Pre.. Internolional
effective Sept. 1.. Barr is comPARIS In — A vast plot In
pleting work toward a doctorate metropolitan France that was to
in education as Columbia Uni- have aided the abortive military
versity.
revolt in Algiers has been uncovered in a nationwide roundup,
MOREllEAD. Ky. fun — Ap- police sources reported today.
proximately 2,000 students from 33
The sources said thousands of
high schools and junior high homes throughout the country had
schools will compete in the More- been searched under special pohead State College division of the lice powers the government now
state music festival which opens holds and by midday "hundreds"
here today.
were under arrest.
The sources said that searchers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1Pli — A
on Tuesday afternoon turned up
total of 300 workers at the South
papers that contained the
Louisville Shops of the Louis- vital
main plotville & Nashville Railroad will names of some of the
France.
be furloughed for an indefinite ters in
"Every time we went to arrest
period effective Sunday night.
found
A spokesman for the L & N said one of those named we
the railroad has had "decreased more lists of names,"i one source
Press International.
ed earnings. especially in coal told United
By Wednesday night the numtraffic."
ber of arrests in the Paris area
to 117. By this
GREENU P, Ky. Ur — The alone had climbed
sources said, this
Greenup County coroner's office morning, the
Wednesday delayed a ruling in the figure had multiplied.
Search Generals' Homes
death of Kenneth R. Parsons, 44,
Many of the names were said to
pending an investigation. Coroner
Milton Evans said Parsons was be those of members of profound shot in the forehead at his French Algeria organizations such
as "Jeune Nation."
home at York Tuesday.
Among the houses searched
were those of Gens. Raoul Salan,
Maurice Challe and Edmond Jouhaud, three of the four generals
who led the four-day Algerian uprising.
Challe was lodged in Sante pristoo and we'll want to present as on. He was flown to France from
clean and orderly appearance as Algeria in custody Wednesday.
possible to people who will be Government officials said his trial
coming in to Murray from all may start within 10 days and that
points of the nation,
the prosecution may press for the
There are even more reasons death penalty.
Salan, Jouhaud and Gen. Andrefor cleaning up, all of which are
obvious. A clean home is a heal- Marie Zeller apparently still were
thy home. A clean home means at large.
It was possible they had taken
less chance for disastrous fires. A
clean home means a more enjoy- refuge with legionnaires at Camp
able place for the entire family Zeralda, 15 miles from Algiers, or
and will certainly better a per- had fled to the hills to carry on
son's outlook on things in general. guerrilla warfare against De Gaulle along with 400 paratroopers reDon't forget to place all of the ported missing.
Troops loyal to President Chartrash you have accumulated this
week out in front of your home les de Gaulle surrounded the base
late tonight or real early tomor- today but did hot take immediate
row. City street department trucks action to move into it.
will be around Friday for a free
Police sources said they were
ickup of trash.
(Continued on Page 3)

The Murray Airport Board this
morning approved all the plans
and specifications -on the proposed city-county airport and arrived
at the decision to advertise for
construction bids. Bids will be
opened on May 16 at 1:30 p. m.
Discussion was held during the
meeting this morning on the prospects of constructing a paved
runway, rather than the proposed
sod runway.
The concensus of the board was
that the paved runway would be
of much greater use than the sod
runway in the plans and specifications.
James Ilayworth of the Clyde
Williams and Associates reported
to. the board that....a Paved 111.12SWAYwould cost approximately $24,000
more than the sod runway. Construction costs will be about S67.000 under the present plans. With
the added cost construction would
be about $91,000.
This would include a three inch
gravel base covered with five inches of crushed limestone and topped
by two inches of blacktop.
With the runway paved, the entire project will cost about $142.000.
Ed La Fontaine with the State
Department of Aeronautics indicated that some more help could be

This Is Clean-up Time

Vast Plot
Uncovered
By Di Gaulle
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Pet 0 Ii
roe, Memphis, Fetus.. 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 M. file.•
San Frenetic°
5 .615
Ave., Chicago: 80 Bolystoo St., Boston.
Pittsburgh
7 5 .583
4 .556 1
a
end at the Pod Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission Rig Milwaukee
Los Angeles
7 .5X1 1
Second Class Matter
Chicago
6 6 .500 11
ISCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, pet St. Louis
6 7 .462 2
th gee. Ia caljawas and adjoining etaInttaik per
rear. 43-441:
Cincinnati
7 .417 21
re. 63.50.
Philadelphia
4 8 .333 31
Wednesday's Games
THURSDAY — APRIL 27. 1961
Chicago 3 Cincinnati 2, 10 innings
Potsburgn 3 Philadelphia 2. night
Milwaukee 8 St. Loins 1, night
San Fran. 6 Los Angeles 5, night
Today's Games
C.nhanati at egeicago
Ledger & Times Fdt
Only game scheduled.
Frida,y'a Gaups'
First Lieutenant Tassanilla Hopson, son of Hood Hop- Los Angeles at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, night
of Murray. has been assigned to duty at Bolling Air $tin
Fran. at. Mahe
night
ce Base in Washington, D.C. Be is a graduate of Mur- Philadelphia at St.aukee,
Louie, night

Ten Years Ago Ttgley

State College.

SimuelR. Gn-ard, editor-1Tdi paTisher of the BreedGazette. Louisville, will speak to the Weszninisier
lowship Sunday evening on the subject of "The Importe of Religion in Life-. Dr. Coleman J. McDevitt of the Houston McDevitt
lie staff was made vice-president of the Kentucky
tetrical and Gynecological Society last week.
The Annual Fifth Sunday Meeting of the Blood River
list Association will be held at the Memorial Baptist
.rch .Friday through Sunday. Rev. Buren Richerson,
., 11- of the Locnst, Gi-LiVe Church. will preside.

By MILTON RICHMAN
Caged Pte.. bileniskJessi
They are not 1atight8g so 4)1.4
A a ray more at Chicago's Wrigley
Field, the "poor' misguided mulBeltinntire at Washington. night
ti-millionaire who was supposed
Chicago at Manses City, night
to gum up tbe whole Cbicago
Friday's Games
team.
Cleveland at
York, night
Sure it's still early yet and a
Boston at Detroit, night
pot of things can happen between
Minnesota at Los Angeles, night
now and Oct. 1, but all those exBaltimore at Washington. night
perts who predicted doom for the
Chicago at Kansas City, night
Cubs alter Wrigley introduced his
"no-manager plan" can chew some
of these facts awhile:
—The Cubs are only 11 games
out of first place.
—They have, in reliever Don
Elston, the pitcher with the best
record in the major keagues (4-0).
—And in Stile Don Zimmer,
they have suddenly discovered not
only. a long-sought "take charge"
guy but also a lung-ball threat
with; a newly found faculty for
breaking up extra-inning games.
Craft Take; Ovir
Zimmer 'did just that Wednesday, enabling new manager Harry -Craft-TO-bre
-A in with a victory
after taking over for Vedie Hinisl
in Wrigley's novel set-up of using
one coach as a manager for a
while and then another.
NM C.M/SORS WORMED — The
Zimmer picked on a three-andpobtical explosion in Algeria
two pitch with one Out in the 10th
has Algeria's neighbors on
inning and smashed it over the
each aide. Morocco and Tune
left field screen at Wrigley Field
Ma, worried for fear at tempts
to beat the Cincinnati Reds, 3-2.
will be made to seize French
Jim Maloney was the victim of
bases on their suil.
Zirn's wallop.

AMERICAN LEAGUU
W L.. Pvt. G.&
Tea
Detroit8 2 .800
Minnesota
it
8 3 .727
New York
6 4 .600 2
Cleveland
7 5 .583 2
Boston
5 5 .500 3
Chicago
4 5 .444 31
Kanaas City
3 5 .375 4
Baltimore
4 7 .364 41
Washington
4 7 .364 41
1 7 .1,25 6
los Angeles
Wednesday's Results
New York 13 Detroit 11, 10 inns.
Washington 2 Boston 1
Cleveland 6 Baltimore 3, night
Only games scheduled.
Today's Games
Cleveland at New York
Boston at Detroit
Minnesota at Los Angeles
VARSITY: -Carry On Nurse," feat.
86 mine., starts at 1:00, 2:39, 4:21,
6:03, 7:45 and 9:25.

TIME TO I

lead The Ledger's Classifieds
PAULCHAN'S
GREAT HISTORICAL
NOVEL

1

4

sea

SNOW!

41
mi
tr.Firiaira=%=-111ti SiWet,L3E

CHAPTER 23
!note, and again the airy ex'T' HREE DAYS tater at sonU.St of as-rows
rows stinging the au
clown. Matthew
Hazard, beside Wm_
approaching Mexico, came to
Soon the ground lifted under
the execution of Rim orders, to them in a long slope covered
find the massed Chincatnia with tall, dry grass. They were
Apaches, to estimate their awn- suddenly at the edge of the
tier, their temper. and the di- shadow, they plunged tato It
rection of their travel, to avoid Betand them the moon shone
a fight, and to return to Fort In the dry gulden grass. By conDelivery within six days in any trast the shadow wa.s dense a.ail
case. With him was the soldier engulfing.
he bad chosen to accompany ma
Joe led the gallop in a long
massion. Thiswas his Apache oblique change ot direction for
ecaut, Joe Dummy.
a quarter hour. Then Matthew
They saw a towering cloud hearea Joe dismount and disof duet in the gulden dlatar.ce. mounted also. Leading their
Jae ir.hcated the height of the horses they walked far along
dust. cloud, and sprinkled with the base of the mesa.
his fingers to indicate that the
"What Is be looking for'"
number of the distant band was asked Matthew, but with no
great. Heading
north, they doubts of his scout. Joe knew
could have no business but out- the whole land. not Only Its
rage. Coming cautiously in Wet/ sweep. but also its detail. Their
burst's walk. Matthew and Joe eyes were now able to use the
discussed a plan to circle south- shadow and Matthew saw Joe
ward and under the cover of dimly crouch, then rise and
dusk to take up a training po- beckon, and then disappear An
sition tar enuugh to the rear to instant later Matthew niaaself
avoid detection and yet close Carrie to the edge of a wide
enough to watch until absolute earth bunker at the foot of the.
dark the mavement of the tray- mess and went down over it.,
el.ng throng out of Mexico.
edge It was like being in a reEarth's alutdow
began to vetment. Whatever roan
sh -ox on the eastern sky as the nature bad somewhere built it
stun dropp,c1 unaer the west. The first.
"You knew Just where to
ground was veiled in It.. own
colors of gold, pink and gray. come," said Matthew. "This
A premonitory chill came into looks like a camping site."
Joe replied with a whistle of
the air.
"Ay!" said Joe, a sharp ex- breath to hada ate agreement
clamation. He pointed and then He held up some charred mesturned his mouat and slapped quite raela left by earlier VialMatthew's to make it lunge into tors, tie shut oft his whistle
a gallop. Matthew saw a little and then let It go again, but
s)azt Of dust detach Itself from now in a blast of breath through
the main mass of the Indians. clenched teeth with lips skinned
It stirred itaelf forward toward hack like an animal in fury or
the two soldiers. Here was a pain.
dale as to the temper of the
"Joe, what's that 7" asked
Indians, far having /righted the Ma.tatiew.
tea) cavalrymen at an incredible
Joe Dummy bent furawra In
disoa.nce, a deran Chlricahuas a kind of cony-melon. Matthew
were coming in pursuit.
weat to Mtn and turned rans
With Joe Dummy slIghUy In around, lie saw, in ralhuuelne.
the lead. Matthew bent over his how Joe held up an arrow.
ha-se's tat:siring neck They rode
-Where did you get that,
eastward into the rapidly deep- Joe 7"
Ira twilight. Ahead of them the
For answer Joe sniffed the
foil non began to rise, whitest arrow point, then threw the
o er in the ashy blue of twi- arrow as far from him as he
or
t. la the Last fade of day- could. He then sank down to
lit behind them, they saw his knees Into darkness and remat their pursuers stal came, fused to speak.
"Joe, what is the matter?
..cal they knew they must rub
for cover wherever they could Where did you get that arrow?
1.01 it.
Did It Strike you ?" Matthew
Joe kept the lead, for he knew was shackei by hie own aards.
where to r). They seemed.
In the starlight, Joe finally
to ba raring the moon, anew'-red. He took Matthew's
f r MS it row above a be mesa, band and showed, on Matthew's
caot a long shadow to the own shoulder, where the arrow
at, aro! tha Ora horsemen had struck, bow it had quivered
a a: rilirig to j..7"1441 it.
an-Cirtayed, how deeply' It had
Th ce• Oral they km w of how bitten, how he had ridden mileht
! sea- they were being over. with It In his nosh, and now
'n was the sourd of
only ;ow. In safety, with duty
- • 1 at arrows coming over done, had he pulled It out, tie
bad ...waled of the arrow's head.
'A
f.r.:'!" Mattbela fed the lieutenant know what
• ,:
.71ing in his own this nacant U meant death.
r
:Ira firing his carbine at
"Like
said Matthew.
•!, • tree:
The ern was gen- "We'll do something."
h
eoli. tar the light was gone,
Bo pushed Joe about to face
:ind as the sunset died into him and tore down his shirt at
all chances tut marks- the tight shoulder. Lighting and
• . :maim disapoeared kle heard shielding a phosphorus match,
• s r a bine, and mixed with Matthew looked at the wound.
tac shaking thunder of tla It xis raw and already puffy.
• an- beneath hoefs be brar,i lie leaned and sniffed it: there
r
r': ot P.215Wet
was a faint stanch. Joe took

.Art444... I.
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Matthew's band and waved It
as II to dissuade him from foolLush hopes confronting death.
I
loss go and trate me. said
White Born in Joe Dummy, I
with gestures ami few syllables. 1
Lave or din who cam hawse? Bet I
do not wear /or ma.
"No. If that Is snake poleon,
you'll die unless we do some- 4
thing. I sea' think what to do." /
Yea, / will die. East 1 will die ,
anyway .ettA time. You go.
Ncrio. Be/ore they come, l'ou
malt find the tort from acre.
Matthew thought over what
he knew of array field medicuie.
Haste was all he could think of
for conditions like the present
—name and something red-tant.
Feeling about the bunker be
gathered up mesquite roots and
branches and twigs_ and laid a
fire. White Horn breathed out
protest A fire at night would
summon all desert lila
"Sure," said Matthew. "It I
have to, 1 can hold them off
with our firearms. I need the
fire for you."
He lighted it White Horn
stared at Ills commander, lie
could not believe that tie was
not to be abandoned. Lie saw
Matthew remove a spur and
thrust one long blunt rowel
Into the heart of cuals. Matthew blew and fanned; he
nursed every scrap that would
burn. Presently' lie was IMIE0DLsbed to see the scout slide forward toward the fire. From a
pouch at his waist White Horn
took with the finger tips of one
band a fine yellow dust. Uttering sacred words deep in his
throat he released a pinch In all
six sacred directions: north,
south, east, west, up and down.
Eie then made a puff of the
powder over Matthew's head
and then another over his own.
Then in signs he explained.
In hie own time and among
Ms own people. years before he •
had come to the Army, ne had
been a chiet and a doctor, with
powers. The yellow dust was
pollen of taile, or eattalL it was
used thus in an act ot prayer.
"Ek!" concluded White Horn,
In a sudden, conetrieted, explosive Bound, like a sharp
breaking of a dried branch. U.
was a sound meant to startle
supernatural powers Into paying '
attention and hearing a prayer. ,
"Very good." said his lieutenant "Let us use every means. '
including this one," and he took
the spur, reshbot, out ot. the,
knotty fire. Be slapped his DMA
an the hefty. 1.1e down and hold
un to me.1
Ile plunged the spur deep Intp
the poisoned-arrow wound and,
sweating with sympathy, made
It grand oat a burned crater
deeper than he Citified the poisoned area to be. White Horn
lay Inert and silent as a sleeper
who -felt nothing, with his eyes
open, staring at Matthew in
ainazed sebjerticm. Ile believed
that his young Conan:114a was
giving him life.
-Viten brings aews of sleet
hagperiee to Jae Dummy.
GoatIntie the story lienserrua.

and Milwaukee downed St. Louis,
8-1
In the America; League, the
New York Yankees ended Detroit's
eight-game winning streak, 13-11,
in 10 Innings; eleveland beat haltirnore-, 6-3, anal Washingtim nipped Boston, 2-1. in the only ot,her
game scheduled.
trrors by Wally Moon and
Maury Wills helped the Giants to
three unearned runs in a fourrun eighth inniug.
Wilmer (Vinegar Bend) Mizell
scored his second victory for the
Pirates by holding the Pinnies to
eight hits and striking out seven.
Hank Aaron drove in three runs
with as many hits for the Braves
and John Demerit and Roy McMillan each contributed hoine runs
in the victory over the Cardinals.
Mantle Hite Two
The Tigers retired Mickey Mantle his first four times up but lie
ruined them after that. In his
fifth trip to the plate in the eighth
inning Mantle, batting lefthanded
against ruerRie righat=hander Jim
Donohue, slanuned a two - run
homer to tie the score at 11-all,
then won the game in the 10th
when he racketed anather tworun homer off southpaw lia.:AL
Aguirre while batting righthanded. The homers were his sixth
and seventh.
An

error

by

Baltimore

DON'T TAKE
A CHANCE
'w WITH
HOUSE PAINT

baseman Jim Gentile set up three
unearned runs for Cleveland in
the fourth inning and decided the
ball game -right then and there.
The Orioles had a 3-1 lead until
then.
Three ex-teammates dui the Red
Sam dirt in their loss to the Sen.
ators. Wifie Tabby singled home
the winning run for Washington,
winning pitcher Tom Sturdivant
limited Boston to three hits in 74i
innings and reliever Dave Sister
held the teed Sox hitless over the
final
innings.

tt/tfi

USE THE BEST!

lpaimrsts
lt .Th
/jo
r-tent

1.1.-Ool Fowler Heads
Army Inspection Team
Lt.-Col, J. G. Fowler, head of
the MSC military science department is serving this week as the
President of an aisle:easel team
representing the Cie )nii
gates Army headquarters.

The board is inspecting three
military science departments in
Ohio and Kentucky'. On April la
hse group visited the Ohio WdOrli
Xenia. Ohio. hiext day they whre
at Louisville Male High School,
and their last stop was at the 'Kentucky Military Institute, Lyndon,
first tomorrow.

• Sparkling fresh colors
• Long-lasting high gloss
• Hides all surfaces
quickly
• Proteds while if
b eoutTfes
Senjamin

oorep.i.„,.
PAINT STORE

j

Only last Saturday. Zimmer
brought the Cubs a 6-4 victory
over the Phillies with an 11th
inning homer.
Elston picked up h I s fourth
straight victory when he took over
for starter Glen Hobble in the
10th and held the Reds hitless.
Elston has appeared in five games
so far and hasn't given up an
earned run yet.

MURRAY DRIVE-IN: "Home
Giants Hold First
From The Hill," 150 mins., starts
it 7:30 and 10:60.
San Francisco retained the NaVARSITY: "Carry on Nurse." feat. tional League lead with a 6-5 tri86 minis., starts at 1:00, 2:39, 4:21, umph over Los Angeles, while
6:03. 7:45 and 9:25.
Pittsburgh beat Philadelphia, 3-1,
Araiwtir to Yestitd.;/ a Poz.21
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one of the Misfits...Marilyn Monroe

Tuesday, April 25 through
Saturday, April 29
GET A

BEAUTIFUL 5 X 7 PORTRAIT
OF YOUR CHILD FOR
ONLY

AGES THRU 6 YEARS
.rt each foarly all be ehotogro;.i•hed singly for only 48. Groups
$1.0a per parson. Extra child 5-1a $1 50.
Your (II:Ace from bemire.
5.7a if ycu like.
not be urgcd to buy.

hcd 5-s7” pictuos taco procAsi. i-48. Cairo
Each extra 81.25 if bought in the store, but you will

EXTRA SPECIAL!! Finished *chef size less than SOf each in group of 4. Some pose.

BRING YOUR FRIENDS!
HERE'S ALL YOU DO:

White House Grocery
14,08 West Main

/UST BRING YOUR CHILDREN TO THIS STORE
AN EXPERT PHOTOGRAPHER WILL TARE SEVERAL CUTE PCSES
YOU LL GET TO S..E YOUR LOrtLY PICTURES IN JUST A PEW DAYS

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY

STOP -- SHOP — COMPARE
Your Favorite
BOTTLE DRINKS

,
I
carton

20C

plus bottles

— We Will Buy Your Bottles —
11111,1.1PS 66 GAS & 0 L
("1.()S,1:: AT 7:30 lam.

5.

.0•

a

•
/

p114-UPS
photow.phers-A

9:00 - 12:00 and 1:00]
- 6:00 Daily
9:00 - 5:00 Saturday

44e-

11/17 t
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PARE THREE

Murray Hospital

Continued from Page One
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George D. Kent during questioning
of Tanner.
SujOrner, attorney for Watson
and an amateur photographer himself, immediately jumped up and
demanded that the negatives be
produced in court before the photos could be shown to the jury.
The photos were handed to Watson for examination. Mrs. Lassiter, sitting beside him turned her
head away and daubed at her
eyes with a pink tissue. Watson
called the photos "gruesome."
Cillbit Judge Joseph G. Rashid
4ustained Summer's objection and
Tanner agreed to produce the neiAtives of the photos he took.
,During Tuesday's session Mrs.
Lassiter, a 39-year-old grandmother, burst into tears and shouted
"It's not true!" when Kent told
the jury she and Watson plotted
Lassiter's murder-onImst -of
adultery."
Twa witnesses preceded Tanner
to tiff stand — Raymond Borrusch. a construction worker who
found the body, and Fred Birk,
Wayne County Road Commission
employee who reported-the crime.
There were no disputes about
their testimony. Borrilsch wasn't
even cross examined 'while Birk
was asked only two Perfunctory
questions.
Both Mrs. Lassiter and Watson
have denied the state's contentionlhat they hired three men to
murder Lassiter. The three — Roy
Hicks, Richard Jones and Charles
Nash — are all serving life sentences for the slaying.
They pleaded guilty to seconddegree murder but Nash and Jones
have since asked for new trials.
Judge Rashid, who sentenced them,
is scheduled to hear motions in
their case Friday.

.T•
vast riot...
Continued from Peg* Onit

not interested now in anti-Gaullists such as Jacques Soustelle,
who openly formed a national
party last year to oppose De Gaulle's.lgeria policy.
May Dissolve Foreign Legion
Rather they were seeking the
key figures behind what they believed was a conspiracy to rise in
conjunction with the Algeria uprising and topple the De Gaulle
government.
T h e arrests supported earlier
statements by government sources
that De Gaulle intended to take
"drastic" action to remove both
leftOng and rightwing extremists
from positions of power in civilian, government and military circles.
They said he plans a purge of
the army and may dissolve the
famed French Foreign Legion.
Premier Michel Debre warned
In a special radio-television appearance that the government action would be tough.
"airing the months to come, if
government appears to be
th
harsher in regard to certain interests, you may be sure that it
Is to restore a firmness to the
state that the times we live in
render indispensable," he said.

NOW YOU KNOW
•
By United Press Infornatienal
The oldest bell in the world is
reputed to be that found in the
Babylonian palace of Nimrod. It
is approximately 3,000 years old.

Census Adult
47
Census Nursery ........
7
Adult Beds
65
18
Emergency Beds
Patients admitted
5
Patients dismissed
0
New Citizens
1
Pationts admitted from Monday
8:00 a. m. to Wednesday 8:00 a. m.
Marc Damon Darnell, Rt. 3; Mrs.
William McCallum, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Thomas Herrn, Hazel; Mrs.
William Haneline, Rt. 1; Mrs. Virgil Edwards and baby boy, Rt. 1;
Benton; Mrs. Ross King, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Finis Bucy, Rt. 5; Clarence
Elliott, Rt. 1, Benton; J. V. Pea.
Rt. 1, Farmington; Habard Jetton,
314 So. 15th.; Mrs. James Boone
and baby boy. Murray; Bobby
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter; William
Thomas Edwards, 1315 Poplar; Cynthia Carol Parker, 307 S. 13th.;
Mrs. William Murdock, Rt. 1, Lynn
Grove; M_IS.S Sarah Watkins, Rt.
4, Benton; John Howlett Hopkins,
1638 West Olive; Mrs. Willie Biffle,
1107 Vine St.; Miss Diane Strey,
Woods Hall; Miss Ruth Engler,
212 3rd Ave., Weauseu, Wis.; Barbra Lynn Hooks. Rt. 2, Golden
Pond; Miss Lora Grogan, Box 67,
Hardin; Mrs. Garth Edwards and
baby boy. Rt. 1, Alrno: Wade Cousey, Rt 5; Joe H. Coleman, New
Concord; Floyd Thompson, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Al Youngerman, 1305 Poplar;
Mrs. Guy Turner, 312 North 8th
Patients dismissed from Monday
8:00 a. m. to Wednosday 8:00 a. m.
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, 1107 Main;
Tucker Brown, Fulton; Mrs. William Futrell, Rt. 5; Mrs. Robert
Wisehart, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Hazel Jenkins, 222 South
11th.; Mrs. William Suiter, 103
South 12th.; Mrs. Harold Gipson
and baby boy, Rt. 1. Benton; Mrs.
Hafford Smith, 513 Whitnell. Mrs.
A. D. Wallace, 1310 Poplar; Master
Marc Darnell, Rt. 3; Toy McDougal,
1008 Olive St.; Miss Tonya Carroll, 1105 Pogue; Mrs. Larry Woodall and baby girl, Almo; Mrs.
James Sullivan and baby boy, Ky.
Dam Village, Gilbertsville; H. C.
Vinson, Rt. 3; Mrs. Otis Jones, Rt.
1, Almo.

Air

HAMBURGER
HAMS
SAUSAGE BACON
lb. 19°
'CORN
Shank Half

Butt Portion .. lb. 49c
Center Slices .. lb. 89e
COLGATE

TOOTH PASTE
FAMILY SIZE

830

POLISH

TEA

—

SAUSAGE
lb.690

25-LB. CAN —
— 6-0z. Jar —

4-1b.
1/

KENLAKE DINNER
LUSTRE CREME

SHAMPOQ,2 F-049e
-A-CREAM OIL
2 FoR 69°
30e TUBES

WILDROOT

43t SIZE

SUNSHINE

CRACKERS
1 -LB.

303 Can

19!

250

390

FRANKS
21-1b. Bag

790

ARMOURS TREET

12-0z- can

3W

MARSHMALLOW CREME - CHOCOLATE

JUMBO PIES
CANDY BARS

NORTHERN

39

BANANA
COCONUT
t. I N.

MILKY WAY - SNICKERS - THREE MUSKETEERS 10

TOWELS
2 ROLLS 39°
NORTHERN

ONIONS
BAN4NAS
TOMATOES

YELLOW
SWEET
NTEEAS

RIPE — — — lb I
0
.

39°

19c

3

CABBAGE

La Choy Beef

CHOW MEIN DINNER
190
7tr
VARALLO CHILI
25'
15!-oz
,

190

NORTHERN COLORED

NAPKINS
2 Fo. 25°
100 FT. ROLL

SQUASH

ALL

VIEHICLE & BUSINESS PRIVILEGE LICENSE
for the City of Murray will expire
MAY lat.
without

nalty from now until the end of May.

This notice is A courtesy to the public by
the 'City of Murray.

LIPTON

GIANT SIZE 79*

WAXTEX
23,

NOTICE

license

LARD

BAR-B-QUE

SHAMPOO

KING PHARR

your

ea

TENDER
TEXAS

RED RIPE - TUBE

lb.

5°
10°

44

•

purchase

95

CHICKENS.

NORTHERN

can

BOLOGNA
lb. 390

$1.29

lb

Can

HALO

SHAVE

$ .00
39
c
10

— 2 POUNDS —

No. 303

RING or SLICED

TISSUE
ROLL. 35°

Must have knowledge and experience in all
craft trades, plumbing, carpentry, painting, masonery
and electrical.
Make written application with Municipal
Housing Commission, Murray, Kentucky, giving experience in the past ten years by May 10, 1961.

You

MAYFIELD YELLOW CREAM

lb

Mai

NEW YORK aliv — Princess
Grace of Monaco arrived Wednesday with her two children. Prince
Albert, 3, and Princess Carbline,
4.
The former Hollywood star Grace
Kelly said she plans to stay in
the United States a month and
will be joined in a few days by
her husband. Prince Rainier.
She said she will stay in New
York one or two days before going to Philadelphia.

DERBY
SLICED
1-Lb. Pkg.

PORK

RAPID

PRINCESS GRACE VISITS

FRESH, LEAN
GROUND BEEF
3 LBS.

TENDERIZED

Continuos! from Papa One
early with board member Billy
Thurman to view the site. Construction of the access road is to
begin immediately.
Construction on the airport is
expected to begin iT1 July of this
year with State Commissioner of
Aeronautics Philip L. Swift turning the first shovel of dirt.
Mayor Holmes Ellis this morning expressed his appreciation to
the board, the engineers and the
State Department of Aeronautics
for their hard work and cooperation in making the airport a reality for the city and county.
Present other than the board
this morning were Mr. Hayworth
and Mr. Dewesse of the engineering firm of Clyde E. Williams and
Associates, and Mr. La Fontaine.

LB.

WHOLE

60t SIZE 490

Inspector Wanted

•

GRADE 'A'

303 CAN

190

SQUASH

NEW
CROP
YELLOW

10
BIG BROTHER FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE
ca. 1fir
6-oz

SWISS

MISS FROZEN

FRUIT PIES

3 89°

PARKER

„GAL
WESSON
OIL
790
'Buster

Nuts

PEANUTS
7-oz.
25°
Faultless

STARCH
45*
36-oz.
GERBER'S

BABY
CEREAL
MIXED and RICE

19

FOOD
MARKET

fac

TWO
LEIetEtt

TIME

—

MUltHAY, ttriSo 11111K
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Miss Humphreys Is
Honored'At Shower
At Crain Home

.• ,red Taylor
ti-.••ess For Meet
Eva Wall Circle

THURSDAY — 1PRIL 27, 1961

-MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Musical Program Presented At Alpha
Department Meet; Mrs. HornsOy Elected

S
•

Calends:

oc

4.

r
r• •• •
••
Thursday, April 27th
and Roses," ()lila a nd Shown;
The Zeta Department of the
"Little Old Lady" and "Ill See Murray Woman's Cleb Will meet
Miss Carol Jean Humphreys,
You In lioly Dreams," Miller, Scott, at the Club House at 8 o'clock.
The Eva Wall Circle •of the
Sims,
Ray
was
of
honbride-elect
Furgerscin; "The World Is Waiting 'The names will be tabled for new
Wunians Missionary Society of
personal
a
shower at
ored with
For The Sunrise," Olila; "Mighty members. Mrs. Emily Wolfson and
the- Nlenn•rial Baptist Church met
the home of Mrs. Bruce Crain on
Like A Rose," Shown; "With her creation will be the program.
in the home of Mrs. Allred TesSaturday evening at 7:30.
Someone Like You," Olila and
• • • • •
ler on 1 uesoay afternoon at two
Shown; "Moonlight Bay," Miller, atThe
Magazine Club will meet
:3
The honoree chose to wear for
Scott, and Furgerson; "Till We in the home of Mrs. Edwin Larson t.:
Mrs. J. 0. Reeves, chairman,
the occasion a lilac dress with
Meet Again," Olila and Shown.
a
and
optne..1 .A:111 prayer. Mrs. Vera
accessories
matching
bone
Each number was Introduced by
Anams pi ys-..isszi `otter the - cireTe
corsage.
Mrs. Olila, who gave a brief backpi,.:n. •-l'iayer in Missions",
In 1960, the American Heart Asground of the historical period in sociation and Its affiliates spent
Mrs. Bobby Fain and Mrs. Eva
taken ti :n the Royal Sers-tee.
which the songs were popular. more than $9,000,000 for scientific
Nesbitt directed games with Mrs.
was given by
The program was concluded by research to help learn More about
Hal Miller, Mrs. Jack Humphreys
Mis. J. W. Shelton, Mrs. 1.....ster
the whole group singing three heart disease.
and Mrs. Jerry Humphreys being
The American Legion Auxiliary
Airs. Reeses.
Gariana.
songs under the direction of Mrs.
• • • • •
the recipients of the prizes.
1.a. Jig special parts were met Monday evening at seven o'Shown.
April 28th
Friday,
Gibsun, Mrs. Voris clock - In the home of Mrs. Ethel
The gifts were placed on a table
The election of new officers fur
The fourth session of the mis•:...\l r s. Alfred Taylor,' Key who presided and welcomed
shower
um3_4:oink
with
centeri4
and
Norris
Mrs.
and.
Mike
Mr.
main
the
was
-year
club
-ten-deg
guests.
the
on "Basic Christian
j.•Brasiiy-y, and Mrs. Hugh the members and
brella. Mrs. Joe Hal Stark kept baby of Miami, Fla., left Sunday business conducted after the pro- sion study
1
The chaplain, Mrs. Avis Smith,
Peliefs" will be held by the WSCS 9.
register.
the
Mrs.
sister,
visit
her
with
a
after
Mrs.
were:
elected
gram. Those
of the First Methodist Church In
inments were served by gave the devotion.
family.
and
George
Bennie
Mrs.
chairman;
Robert Hornsby,
Mrs. John L. Williams, child
Refreshments were served from
the social hall from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
It. the members and
st,
• • • • -•
C. S. Lowry, vice chairman; Mrs.
• • •• •
a table overlaid with a pale green
Mehncia Taylor, Mrs. welfare chairman, introduced Mrs.
of
Boston
Centralia,
R.
R.
Mrs.
Wayne Williams, secretary; Mrs.
Jean Wislis who spoke to the
Saturday, April 29th
cloth. Mrs. Johnny Orr and Mrs.
and daughter.
...
Mrs.
of
guest
her
niece,
III., is the
Edwin Larson, treasurer.
Jerry Humphreys served the punThe MSC Women's Society will
: ringflowers were group on "Permanent Afflletions
R. H. Robbins and Mr. Robbins,
Mrs. Robert Hornsby came to have a series of morning coffees.
ch and cake. Arrangementts of
%.....tage points in the of A Child."
Olive Street.
Murray in 1954. She grew up in Hostesses will be Mesdames Harry
Mrs. Willis stated that of each
summer flowers were used as decLyons, New York, where she serv- Sparks, John Bryant, Sidney Moss.
luu.ouu population there will be
orations.
Mesdames Davy Hopkins, Rudy ed as a library clerk in the New
myntal .retardation of 3,000. She
A. Carman, Bill Read, and John
Twenty-five persons attended or Allbritten, R. L. Wade,'and R. H. York State school system before Winter.
sa.a these children need special
Mrs.
and
Murray,
of
all
Robbins,
who
Hornsby,
Mr.
marriage.
sent
gifts.
her
help for them to survive in mit
_Boston of -Centre-lie-,
• •._.11AL_AL.
reeeWed—hri degree In Wildlife
soc e y an v,h-enMonday, May 1st
the
of
the
meeting
state
attended
Management from Michigan State
ware of their needs there will be
The Kathleen Jbnes Circle of
Fellowship
n's
Wurne
Christian
of
University, holds the position
better training prsgrtims for these
the WMS of the First Baptist
held at HopkinSville the firtt of Wildlife Biologist with the Ken•
ssildren.
Church will meet with Mrs. Myrtwas
the week.
tucky Divisibh of Fish and Wild- le Wall, 408 N. 8th Street, at 7;15
—
It la-es announced by the presi•sri ti,•r
life ResoUrces in western Kentue- p.m.
cten:, Mrs. Key, that May 27 v.-111
af:ernoon
•. Tuesaay
ky.
by Poppy Day in Murray and
the
of
Department
Home
The
her. Mrs. James C4::,,way County. Mrs. Ned W31:
Mrs. Hornsby is active in the
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Club held its
Woman's
Murray
College Presbyterian Church WhilS of the First Baptist Church
is Pppy chairman. It was
house
club
the
at
regular meeting
thr
Bible
the
in
teaches
she
where
held
be
u.....aed a luncheon veiil
will meet with Mrs. Art Lee at
on Thursday afternoon at 230.
.:ys inents of birthschool. She became a leader for 7:30 p.m.
May 19 at the 'Triangle Restaurant
Li cam, and cold
it
when
16
Troop
to make final plans.
Presenting the very entertaining
Members of St. John's Episcopal Brownie Scout
stysses. Mrs. Williams
Th..
program was the Choral Grottp Church entertained on Saturday was organized last fail. The HornThe Cora Graves Circle of the
it were Sherrie.
•
n. served delicious
,and M:s
from the Music Department of the evening With a potluck supper sbys have five children, three boys Woman's Association of the ColD.ane Young. Patsy
close of the
refrez`- - ents al
Woman's Club with Mrs. Howard honoring Rev. Gresham C. Mar- and two girls. The Alphas are lege Presbyterian Church will
Stevie Gilbert. Othmeeting.
Olila as director and Mrs. Richard mion, Bishop of the Episcopal looking forward to a successful meet with Mrs. William Nash at
A rs Mesdames Bob
under the capable div,ere Mesdames
Th,•se
Farrell at the piano.
Diocese of Kentucky, and Mrs.' club season
8:00 p.m.
Young. J. B.
rection of Mrs. Hornsby and the
R.,nald Churchill. Bryan Tolley.
Marmion.
IS it Gsuert, Ray R..sis,
were
Mrs.
selected
New
officer
officers.
other
G.
A.
Kuhn,
Peter
Denning,
Dee
Tuesday, May 2nd
Bryan Tolley. chariman; Mrs.
Hostesses for the meeting were;
Other out of town guests were
Childers of Gibson, Tenn., Claude
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
•
•
4
•
BILLINGTON
Tommy
Wayne
Lavender,
vice-chairman;
MARTHA
Scherffius,
MISS
Alton,
of
F.
B.
Gunter
Mesdames
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Anderson. AV Is Smith. Max ChurWoman's Association of the Col- Mrs. John Resig, seCr..ary; Mrs. fl, who were spending the week- Williams, H. C. Woodbridge,•L, A.
chill, Jan Willis, Wilson, Willege Presbyterian Church will
Billington
Owen
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Ray
treasurer.
Trousdale.
Kern,
Mattle
Martha,
Miss
Dew and
end with their daughter,
sarr.s, and Key.
meet at the church at 9:30 a.m.
• • a • •
of Murray announce the engagewho is a student at Murray State
• • • • •
Refreshments were served to
men: of their daughter. Martha
College.
FATTENING
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
two
and
thirty-six
members
the
son!
Huie,
Donald
James
to
Lou.
guests. Mrs. R. M. Blakemore of
On Thursday evening, April 20,
COLLEGE STATION, Tex. TR — the Woman's Association of the
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Huie of
San Francisco, Calif., and Mrs. Bishop Marmion was the guest If estitniates prove correct, con- College Presbyterian Church will
Locust Grove, Georgia.
Manufacturing
The Murray
Ross Boston of Centralia, Ill.
speaker at a meeting of the Can- sumption of red and poultry meats meet at the church at 200 p.m.
• • • • •
ra';`!
•• trot
Miss Balingam will be grad- Wives Club held a dinner meeting
terbury Club held at six p.m. at dirrieg 1961 will exceed 200 pounds
The hostesses wree Mesdames
Murray
Assembly No.19 Order
uated from Murray High School at the Triangle Inn on Monday,
in
time
first
for
Church
the
Episcopal
for
St. John's
per person
The Crca.tive Ars Department in June. Mr. Huie is a 'graduate of April 17. with twenty-seven per- Melus Linn, Luther Robertson, college students. His subject was history, Lloyd Bergsma (a) of the ,,1 the Rainbow for Girls will hold
,•a: Church.
tr.c Niarray W, nidn's Club held F rres: Park High School in the sons present.
r the
J. E Littleton, L. W. Overbey, H. -How Does Religion Flt Into The Texas A & M College extension its regular meeting at the Masonic
meeting at the club c.ass ••f 1957. He attended Morray
Vt.- Harry Wt
- Hall at, Tto
service reported.
College Student's Life.*
B. Bailey, and GuY BIIIIngton.
president,
Seals,
Mrs. Dwanton
M ii-day morning at ten State College and the University
::.-..-. and tya ...re .
meetbusiness
conducted a short
• ,-rs:r. of Georgia.
3
ing to discuss plans for a picnic or
• fficcrs elected were Mrs.
7‘,1!Tl.e wedding 14:11 be solymnizedi banquet dinner in June. Bingo was
B. Warren. chairman: Mrs. ConDavid C,
vice - chairman; Mrs. ,n June 22 at 3:00 pm. in the i played by the group.
J
a:.:! Mrs. N r111;.,-.. Mum:ay. Secrt-...iry; Mrs. Bu- n,,nie of the bride.
Hostesses were Mrs. Rue Overrig will be he:d f ri Hot. treasurer.
Mrs. Harold Marvin, and Mrs.
bey,
their!
make
will
couple
The
-. Tuesday. May 123,1 A -Aorksmp was held and a
Olila.
Hossard
Georgia.
Grove.
Locust
in
home
Ounch was sersed.

•
Mrs. Jean hills
Speaks At •lleeting
Legion .4uxiliary

ri.,.....‘o•honal

Engagement Announced

••••

•• • •

e• • •

The regular monthly meeting of
the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club was held April
22.
A delightful program "Music To
Remember" w a s presented by
members of the Music Department,
Mesdames Howard 0111a, Vernon
Shown, John Ed Scott, Robert
Miller, a is d William Furgerson,
accompanied at the piano by Mrs.
Richard Farrell.
The numbers were: "Moonlight

egRSONALS

Sherrie McKinney
Honored At Party
On ,4th Birthday

Mrs. James Clary
Hostess For Meet
. men
Of Church iloo

Home Department
hears Program By
The Choral Group

Wives Club Holds
Dinner Meeting

Mrs. Bill Warren
Elected Chairman
.1rts Department

11F

p
ctliS
f

Bishop Honored At
Potluck Supper By
Episcopal Chul;cit

DELICIOUS FOODS FROM

JAPAN

MUTFay
nittiontti
Kentucky
Special Purchase! Save to 40%

ACETATE
TRICOTL

Have

A REAL JAPANESE PARTY
Cucumber Salad
Suki - Yaki
Rice
Butter - Yaki
Mandarin Oranges

Specially purchased from one of rho iscifsoe's
Pop makers to bring you seetwallonal screingsi
.
Runproof, fine gauge acetate tricot knit fabric with double sewn learns and clowbile fobrie '
crotch. Neat-fitting elastic waisaband. WWI*
only ia regular ciad extra sizes. Saab. bragi
tistat
Wars.
"STYLE "A — Flare leg
Reirsio. sizes
Extra sizes

srriE -8- —

Spiced Tea
'2.00 per person, all you can eat!

COLLEGIATE RESTAURANT
6 Thursday Evening
"WE HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US"
ot-

panty

•

'
getek4
&et

Dank leg brief 11111111111111111.....

Regssica sizes
s, Extra sizes ___

STYLE 't" — Nand leg
Powell
Regales sizes
Extra sizes

STYLE D — Gas&
Recrirloir sizes
bans sizes

49e
59e
ae.*la
k

6

impippy-14

49e
590
ate!
'Ave.

Leg brief
49e
49c

STYLE 'I" — Band leg brief
Regular sizes
49c
Extra sizes
._
49c
STY1E "F"—Sport flare panty
Regular sizes
.....
49e
Extra sizes
_ 59c

•

i

e
int...twit/et 1 - sti loot,

', 1961
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o'clock.
for new
.fson and
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BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

/ill meet
n Larson L

Heart Asaes spent
aeientifIc
are about

ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service

Route 6, just off Pottertown Road,
31 miles out.
a27p

OFFICE SUPPLIES

NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
house on South 13th street extended by owner. Living room
panelled in mahogany. Utility
ti
room. Phone PL 3-3632.

Ledger & Times .... FL 3-1916 FOR SALE BY OWNER, TWO
bedroom brick hume, with ceiling
Ledger & Times
PL 3-1916
heat, large fire place, plastered
throughout, panelled den, utility
OIL DISTRIBUTORS
room and dining room, large bath,
Ky. Lake Oil Co. .
PL 3-1323 built-in kitchen, large living room
DRUG STORES
and carport. This is an above
Jubbcrs
Shell
Products
qcoulbruss
PL 3-2547
average home and must be seen to
ne appreciated. See at 1701 West
PAINT STORES
Olive or call PL 3-4451 day, or
GROCERY STOFES
a28c
Tidwell Paint Store
PL 3-3080 PL 3-5525 after 5:00 p.m.

the misChristian
he WSCS g
7hurela in
to 11 am.

oil

9th
ciety will
g coffees.
ries Harry
ney Moss,
and John

oww.s FuJ Malitet

FL. 3-4662
Free Delivery Service

PRINTING
Ledger & Tunes .... PL. 3-1916

KABOVVARE__STORES-----DoulOss Hdw., cor. 4th & Main
Starks 114w.

SERVICE STATIONS

Frazee, Melugin & Hutton

:le of the
at Church
rt Lee at

Gen. Insurance

•

cle of the
the Colr c h will
Nash at

heitaw ant .. PL 3-s892

PL 3-1227

INSURANCE

Walston-Young Tex.

PL 3-2810

PL 3-3415
Whiteelay Service Sta. PL 3-9121

JEWELRY

Furches Jewelry

FL 3-2835

Murray Jewelry Next to Varsity

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE

LADIES READY TO WEAR

nd
de of the
! the Colr•ch will
20 a.m.

Litth tons

PL 3-4623

Ledger & Tunes

PL 3-1916

TV SALES & SERVICE

PUNS CLOTHING

Graham-Jackson .... PL 3-3234 Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. . FL 3-14401'

-fr-

Circle of
on of the
lurch will
00 p.m.

sa:19 Order
s will hold
le Masonic

3

8ai4/425S RiEN-Busmess at Paris ra wa
stands is tree wen,
or vtiy good, with news 01 die
Alserialt dtuation glaring
om tee front
pi:isle.
sltr
(Radiophoto,

to Hold Free Hearing Aid Consultation
Tuesday, May 2
9:00 a.m. to. 4: p.m.
at

Carman Motel
Murray, Ky.
-sr!

FRESH BATTERIES
FREE LAIL
POINT PEN

-a.

%IAA

•

•

111.0

Al4THUR AZAR
Factory Ftepreseritatave
,

oesh bottelies er 1141L
oil cleaned and chockel 1
cent conic in, phone tl,
..st (or home appoint:nacre
osation

Belt, ,I1C o, pit`.1.-ed to announce
'hat Mr. Arthur Azar. factory
.2sealative, has come direct
nt. tee, &Ilene Laboratories
ctu,.ag Mr. Azar will be at
t 'le (Sarnia', llelesel to make free
electrum' taarug evaluations
and xialyze your la aring loss.
you to come in
Mr. Azar in(
for a (see electronic hearing
test and de nianstration of the
Beiten., Hearing Glasses. No
obligation.

!edafsl' SlIc'S THIS OPPORTUNI7'Yo-Ilere is 2, or chance to try
5 newest and fine t
hearing glasses Lind Beltone's labas behind-ttip-ear Jubilee If you hesitate to ue a hearing aid
:..er_deaosof iaseeg sourZ
4
faiostai.ses-latest--44allataytdabia fonaldrtable.
ctrac'',.( pi-d I u.
.1w •,t -or
piallor,.

•

Beltone Hearing Service
I Iiirtnithaiv
I:y
SEH\ ING YOL' SINCE

•

Phone 444-6220

1942 -

LAD'S TO LIVE IN HOME AND
baby sit. Call PL 3-5057 or PL 35399.
a28c

Jazz Fete
Date Set

NOTICE

41.4)1R1/#1 CAPITAL TAKEN OVER-Shown here is the Algerian
capital in Algiers shortly before it was taken over by a group
of rebellious French generals and paratroopers opposed to
tat policies of President Charles de Gaulle. The photo was
taken as troops guarded the ouilding against demonstrators.
1.1
•
T

ROSE
BUSHES
AZALIAS
Azalia Fertilizer
and Peat Moss

HUIE FLOWER SHOP
Phone PL 3-3981

15th & Poplar

by Ernie Bushman*,

I LOVE MY NEW
WATER PROOF
WRIST WATCH

Here Opens
On June 12
Several special sessions have
been added jo the eight-week
slimmer session at Murray State
which will begin June 12:
For high-school teachers a summer science institute has been
planned. Highly successful in
previous years, the institute is
designed to bring secondary-school
science teachers up to date on recent develeprinnts in science and
to offer new courses in the fields
n which they teach.
A program jointly sponsored by
the college and the National
Science Foundation will be. a
science and mathematics training
program for high-school students.
Another hese program to start
this summet_is study beyond the
master's degree. The program is
designed by the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education.
Workshops will be set up for
advanced. mechanics, a course for
vocational agriculture teachers
and other agriculture workers and
for conservation in cooperation
with the state department of conservation.
Dr. Robert Alsup will conduct a
remedial reading clinic, which is
also new for the summer session.
Summer schedules for undergraduate courses are now available In the Administration Building
Murray will also have a
short session, two-week term that
will begin Aug. 7. Only one class.
Estocasion Gi82. the techniques Of
teaching conservation, has as yet
been arranged.
Others, however. will be scheduled during the summer. Those to
'le added will be largely determined by student demands.
A student may take only one
cdeurse during this short term.
Short-sessien classes will meet
from 9 a.m. until 12 noon.

•

•

I

WANTED

The racitals are part of the re011nm-tents for degrees in music.

If you ale
end come ir
sial lee Brill

FUR t(t..141

HELP INA141 ED

MSC students have been invited
to the fourth annual "Indiana
Jazz Festival" in Evansville, Ind.,
June 23-25.
Mike Spence, president of the
TWO WOMAN'S WHITE UNI- 14-FT. PLYWOOD BOAT for sale. mONUMENTS--alURRAY Marble Student Government Association
forlEs. Size 10. See at 414 So. 10th Priced $60.00. Phoide PL 3-3397 or and Gransse. Works, builders of at Evansville College, extended
a28p tine memorials for over half cenor call PL 3-4529.
a38nc see at 1700 Miller.
the invitation.
tury. Porter White, Manager. Dial
The entire city, including the
1952
ORD- TRACTOR WITH 13,04ST----34-AGRES-OF-GOODT____
junel6c
PL 3-2512.
olice folocsioand the
plow, dine and cultivator. Tractor land, seeded down. Cattle fence.
newly overhauled. See Mrs. Harry Located on Outland School Road. FOR YOUR GAS HEATING AND civic and fraternal groups, are
Celes near Green Plain or call Call or see Mrs. Clifton Parker. gutter work contact Hetcher's Tin planning a wide variety of activities for those who attend.
Shop, FL 3-090, Murray, Ky.
PL 3-2518.
a28ne PL 3-4530.
a28p
Last year Evansville took over
•
a29p
the festival after a last-minute
USED WRINGER_ TYPE WASHcancellation by French Lick, Ind.
er. Good condition. Phone PL 3- 1956 MERCURY, MARK 25 outIn two weeks they were able to
5346 after 5:00 o'clock.
a29p beard motor. Call PLaza 3-5923
produce top names in jazz such
a29c
after 500 p.m.
35 JOHNSON OUTBOARD motor,
Dave Brubeck Quartet,
i YOUR VOTE FOR ME FOR Mag- as the
like new. Will sell or trade for
Murray District.Br n- Benny Goodman, Cannonball Adsmaller motor. See Conner Imple- 1960 AMBASSADOR, DOUBLE istrate
may23c derley, Dinah Washington, Dakota
ment Co., Cadiz Road or phone PL power, a i r conditioned. 4 - door Lod Dill.
Seaton, and many others.
door,
hardtop.
1959
Chevrolet
4
3-2626.
a27c
Groups and individuals who
Bel Air, hardtop, V-8, automatic. ItESIDENTIAL LOT ON CITY
BLUE BALLERINA LENGTH for- 1957 Oldsmobile, 4-door hardtop, sewerage, 75-ft. or more frontage, wauld like complete information
mal. Never worn in Murray. Size full power. 1958 Ford 2-door, 6- must be under $2,000. Phone PL about this once-a-year event may
a"7c write to Collegiate Hospitality
11 or 12. Phone PLaza 3-1630 after ca linder, automatic, and a 1956, 3-4260-- Chairman, 131 Locust Street,
12:00 noon.
a27p Oldsmobile, 4-dour hardtop,sdoubEvansville, Ind.
CARD OF THANKS
k power. Thtse are all lbw mileCOW TO CAN MILKER. $75.00. age like new used cars Vvdtolesale
,
Also milk cows. One springer, prices to es eryooe, we Wade for
We wish to express our grateful
Kentucky IA Association
set eral fresh. One gentle pony. anything. See at Bill Bailey's Used appreciation to our friends and
Two saddle mares. Phone 436- Cars, 504 South 4th Street, PL 3- neighbors for their help and kind- Names Oakley President
dear
a27p S212.
3473.
a20e ness at toe death of our
Dr. Hugh Oakley, head of the
husband and father, John T. Ward.
THREE HOLSTEIN HEIFER. Will
For the beautiful flowers, the industrial arts department, was
treshen soon. Leighton Purdom,
food, and cards of sympathy. Also elected chairman of the executive
to the ministers assisting in the teard of the Kentucky Industrial
funeral service for their comfort- Arts Association at the annual
Bray, Shelton to Present
ing wards, and fur the fine service meeting in Leuisville this month.
Recitals Tomorrow Night
rendered by the J. H. Churchill
The association is a professional
organization for all industrial arts
r onerai Hume.
Judith liftsay, Paducah, and Phil- steachirre d has a purpose-of pros May Godbless you alL
hp•Shelton, Princeton, will present
Mrs. John T. Ward
moting and improving industrial
their senior-mimic recitals at 8
Berbera and Mac Catlett arts education in secondary schools
tomorrow evening in the recital
ltp and colleges in Kentucky.
hall of the Fine Arts Building.
Miss Bray will present a pro!VE61,4.T{-1E RAVE TO M,NK
i-ICtA1 CAN A
gram composed of Haydn's Sonata
PERSON
.1;)5T
FIRST, ANDTHEN TRY TO
in G Minor (Moderato), Inter- ,
alsa,
DECIDE liMATHE'S DI5COVER WiiAT IT 15 THAT
/TICZZO
by Brahms, "Vogel Als!
Tc TRINK?
HE'S VOMIT
Propnet" by Schumann, and Racksicsflos
HI, STEPPER-Judy Lowenmaninuff's Prelude in B-Minor.
thal of the New York MetroShelton will perform Richard
politan Opera's Corps de
Strauss's "Concerto" three pastorBallet executes an arabesque
al scenes rA Mountain Serenade,"
to keep in that gors1 shape on
-Evening Horizon," and "Way
Hamilton, Bermuda., beach.
.re ,s-s'
'Owen Yonder on a Hollow Log")
nh also be on file in the PlaceNANCY
by George Frederick McKay, and
skiirit-Sacmo• "Marceau -de Con-

ARING AID
COUNSELOR 8-Week Term

O

Attention

SKI' RIG. 14 FT. LONE STAR
liberglass boat with 40 h.p. Scott.
All accessories. Priced to sell. Call CHECK YOUR CURRENT ISSUE
PL 3-5761 or see Walter Jones Jr. of Life magazine for lucky-Gibson
viumber. Win a major appliance at
a27p
Rowland Refrigeration Sales and
a213c
WESTINGHOUSE ELECtRIC I Service.
range, hurdle(' gas apartment size
range, 5-pc. dinnette suite and 2dc. living room suits. For additional information call PL 3-1413.
a27c 3 ROOM UNFURNISHED Apartment, 405 Elm Street. Call PL 31953 JEEP, ALUMINUM TOP, 6 2431. Mrs. Jess Gibbs.
a29p
ply like new mud grip tires. See
at Five PO:03U Ashland Service
Station or phone PL 3-9115. a28c

O

RESTAURANTS

Circle of
.t Baptist
Ira. Myrtet, at 7:15

ADS 1.1

,14,.7,rV,ItsCCO

•••••••ww11

by Al Capp

1.11.0 AMMER
CC.)NRAD
.;1 I OFFER 1,000,000 RASBUCKNIKS,
CH i Li3LAIN,
COLD CASH FOR THE WARMEST

I GUNG BUILD A SUMMER
RESORT HOTEL AROUND >IOU!!

WHAT ARE WE BID,

THr 1-10TEL..
K: IC: LTAJN'..i

IT DUN'T MATTER WHERENUT POLE -SOUSE_ POLE-

FOR NEXT HOT}
_-.
ITEM?

SPIV;

WHEREVER YOU ARE,
IT'LL BE SUWER.f.'

AL-77-77'
f7,Cr.
v

by Raeburn Van Sumo

ABBIE AN, SLATS
se-y('o FOUGHT FOR ME! NC)
Oill:'S EVER LIFTED A FINGER.
FOP- Mk 85FORE, UNLESS IT Valr'S
F-OR 'SOME REASON OTHER_
THAN -I MEAN --THANK YOU --T'IANK YOU--

HOKAH-SOLO!!

--

LET'S GET 11-IIS STRAIGHT, LADS
(GROAN) RESENT PEOPLE TALK I.!,
TO ANY GUEST

r

OF NNE ---

IN AN UNMANNERLY,
CPUDE WAY. I REPEAT-ANY
(,(JEST OF MINE, SO-- DON'T
LET IT GO TO
YOUR HEAD.'

WHAT'S
YDIJP, NAME'?

a

SIX

LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KEN
TUCKY

s-

Ii
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DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

Mr.s. I

STEP

PILLOWS

St

FOAM
RUBBER

,

I

BELTS

HATS

e
Msert
en and
vefi
Boys

$

BABY

LADIES COTTON
BATHS

Men's
Cloth and Straw

,1

LADDERS
•=13t:

Sh

PLASTIC

FEET HIGH
9 for

On
h

BASKETS

b
3.
N

OXFORDS

THERMOS JUG

Ladies and Children*
Canvas

SNACK SETS

r,
1 a
13 .1

Sizes 32-52
Shadow Panel

13
a:. 1

OXFORDS
Boys

SPORT SHIRTS

MENS

TIES

Tennis Oxfords

Boys and Mens
Broadcloth
S-M-L - 6-16
•.4' ilk..
.

r.,

Children and
Misses

SHEETS
Full Double Bed Size
Snowy-White

\

NYLONS
Ladies Seemless
Fu
Full Fashi
Gaguoned
e

.S:41
'`P;4%4:
Aka
2 pr.
1
PANTIES
Ladies Non-Run
Rayon Tr -Cot

PANTIES

BROADCLOTH
HALF SLIPS

"
Radyioens

:
D
A li
t:
As E
woamn
denS
S
.7E
EspArRiS
ng

Bowl Sets
FIVE

4-inch Lace Trim

PIECE

JIB

Size 10 to 20
3for $
Also Cotton

Size 5 to 10

CAPS

'<I
T!

fashions and colors!

GOBBLETS

LADIES

Men's

Regular and Extra Sizes

Ironing Board
SETS

NYLONIZED
GOWNS

DI 1PERS

Ill O\ SKIL
LETS

Bird seye

BLUE

JEANS

PANTS

Boys
Sizes 6-16

TENNIS SHOES

BOYS
WHIP CORD
Size 6-16

ROISTERS

i

Boys and Youth

luestone
-.Enamel

FIRE KING
MENS PANTS

COOK-

24-42

FIRE KING
1:-Quart

with lids)
FIRE KING
7x9 UTILITY
BAKING

kTil TOWELS

9 ,F) SI

FIRE KING
8-IN. SQUARE CAKE
Pans

WASTE

Ladies and Misses

SKIRTS

$ 11

_DUSTERS
LADIES

COTTON

BATTS

'
5 yds.

2

for 1

Snow-White $1

HANKIES
80-SQUARE

Men's WO% Cotton
10 for

1

36-IN. DOMEST
IC

2-lb. Roll
Size 72x90
Unbleached

1

Extra Heavy and Fluffy
Large Size

Ladies Broadcloth
and Printed

CANS

PLASTIC

II

Casseroles 2

Pans

DENIM JEANS

Print -- - 4 yds

.$1

DAN-RIVER
Gingham 2 yds
.$1

A

,

I
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Tombstones
Go Modern
Like Times
DYERSBURG, Tenn. (UPI/ —
Tombstone styles, like everything
else, keep changing.
-Things just aren't the same as
when I first started working on
markers back in 1914," said Clarence 0. Parmenter, who entered
his family's monument business
when he was 16.
"Folks were a lot fussier about
monuments back in those days,"
e said. "They demanded all
kinds of fancy carving and ornamental work. A man had to be
pretty much of an artist."
Today, he said, monuments are
streamlined, with a few simple
lines and little fancy work.

shotgun on the mounument for a
"Many folks were so superstihUnter and the official emblem tious they said the couple
would
of the Illinois Central Railroad be punished for picking
out their
on the marker of a man who tombstone before their
time to go.
wanted it there to commemorate
"I guess they always figured
his 50 years with the line.
they were right, too, because the
But the most significant change, wife died before my daddy could
Parmenter believes, is the trend get the tombstone finished."
to pick out a monument before
Often, markers contain only the
death.
name and the birth and death
"I never will forget • the firstl dates of the entombed. Sometimes,
time my father sold a monument however, the departed one arthat way," Parmenter said. "An ranges to leave a final word to
old couple, they were both in the world.
their 70's, came by and picked out
Parmenter particularly rememtheir tombstone and told my fabers this epitaph.
ther what they wanted on it.
"That was in 1908, and it really
"Beware kind friends as you
created a sensation.
pass by,

There are exceptions, though.
A few years ago, a man drowned while fishing at Reelfoot lake.
"He loved fishing so much his
rife decided it would be nice to
depict his hobby on the marker,"
Parmenter said. "Using three colors of granite, we reproduced
an actual scene from Reelfoot
Lake, including a man in a boat
catching a fish."
Parmenter also has carved a
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BELK — SETTLE COMPANY
DURING OUR ANNUAL

I

Diane Baker and Dick Shawn star
in "Wizard of
Bagdad" in color at the Varsit
y Theatre Friday and
Saturday. Co-hit is "7 Guns to
Mesa".

FOUNDER'S DAYS

,,All IGA TableRite meats are selected and
trimmed to give ycu the most value for your
meat
dollar. Each cut is full of rich flavor and extra tender.
This IGA TableRite -neat insert is your assurance that
you will be comple'ely satisfied.

LOOK! JAMAICA
SHORTS PLUS
COOL BLOUSE

END CUT

Pork
Chops %0
Center Cut

1.73

690 lb

set

LOIN END

Wide, wonderful choice! Trim jomaica shorts,
each
with its own ''fun" top. Come see rib-ticklers,
tuck ins,
fringe edged overblouses. Bright colors, long
wearing cottons that wash and wash! 3-6X; 7-14.

Pork
Roast

,
39

CHASE & SANBORN INSTANT - 6-oz.

lb

I C

COFFEE 69c

APPLE SAUCE
FLOUR !GA -

303 can

Plain or Self-Rising —

7-14 KNIT SHIRTS,
JAMAICA SHORTS

344c
1.69

2for 100

— 25-lb. bags

IGA

TOMATO JUICE

29'.

46-oz.

3-61 Girds' SHIRTS IN SAME STYLES

3HEDD'S

•

PEANUT BUTTER

3-lb. jar

Tomatoes
Tablerresh red,
ripe, stnooth.slunnad
beauties...

•

TUBES

1.66 each

Sleeveless cotton shirts! ponchos, tuck-ins
, overblouses! Interesting necklines, bright color
combinations! Well-cut jomoicos: choice of smart
woven
cotton plaids, smooth combed sheen cottons
!

Stripes, bright shades, pastels! Ponchos, tuck-ins, overblouses, Little or
no iron!

89

g digag
14'44

SCOTT'S BIG
ROLL

29c

PAPER TOWELS
29*

Pink

5 29"

AW
r KFRUIT

Pascal Celery 2

STALKS

25°

k3aiiikEficiANS 2 29'
Lucky Leaf - Lemon

IGA
All-Purpose

GLEANER
49`,,

3-6X BOXER WAIST
SHORTS PLUS TOP

Peach, Apple

PIE FILLING _ No.

Sc'
SS
C
usually 1.00

2 can 25
°

Imagine, just 98c! You con biuy and buy! Choice:
cotton soteens, poplins, broadcloths. Bright trims
including plaids, prints, gay stripes. Come seel

KAVANAUGH'S
•

FOODLINER

1.
1
SUMMER'COOL BATISTE
BABY 906. PAJAMAS
Dainty lace trims! Choice ot bloomer or jamoica
pontiesl Sweet pastel print, that wash without a
worry, need little or no ironing! Sizes 4 to 14.

BUY CREW SOCKS
FOR THE FAMILY!

3Pairs 1600
Usually 49c pair
Soft, absorbent combed cotton, nylon reinforced toe,
heels. for men, boys, girlsI

BELK — SETTLE COMPANY

IIIIPonnitt--cto..tts
*csuarso
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will
be given during
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Hours for the free
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WESSON OIL 89,e.4,
Mayonnaise 59,
Ground Beef 45Fb Salad Dressing 49.
BLUE BONNET
Hamburger 29b
Margarine A9c
2 ths. Eir
Pork Roast 39cb BANANAS
SPARE RIBS 39icb CCOERNLER 3
Yslk 10'
CABBACIE
FRYERS Whole 251, SQ
5c
UASH
10'
Topp)
39 GREEN BEANS_ _ _ —lb.1O
Its.RAF'l

MIRACLE WHIP -

Quart

6
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in the Sun'

_

ONE-HALF GALLON

ROSTON BUTT

.04

4

- On The Screen '
Thunder

0

-14-O. 2/2 Can

PURE
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46
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BANK NITE
Jackpct
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HOOP CHEESE ___

CHOPs

__

.b.

49e LEMONS

doz. 19C

TOMATOES
59e
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Tissue ROLl. 1 TAMALES 39!
Bill Pickles ‘59 PINEAPPLE 21
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FULL.SIZE LOOfif. DART

WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A DART INSTEAD
OF A LANCER

giant

... OR VICE-VERSA

Leaf

7*?

4-oz.

Monte
Whole

giant

,

COFFEE hi= 14b.59
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_2 '2.
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33° 11111[1( erit2 (') 25R '
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;
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MOTORS INC.
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- 10-oz. j7‘r

Murray, Ky..
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6-oz. lifir
Pkg.
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lieirut College To
11Tuild A Campus
With Round Look

•

BEIRUT ilJP1) — The American..
backed International College will
take on a round look in the buildings on its new $6 million ciunpus
o verlooking the sea near here.

•
would take two or three years to
complete.
The campus will occupy a rocky
plateau overlooking the Mediterranean three Miles south of this
busy port city. Aside from the
dramatic setting, what distinguishes the college plan is that all
of its main buildings, including
16 fur classrooms, a library, student union, auditorium and dormitories, are circular.
-Stone's- previous buildings in* ENDS TONITE *: clude the drum-shaped American
Pavilion at the 1958 Brussels
World's Faic. Besides being round,
the new International College
buildings also will incorporate
. . . A GREAT
Stone's famed grill work. He used
grills extensively in the Brussels
COMEDY!
pavilion, the American Embassy
building irP New Delhi and eLsewhere.
Classroom buildings on the new
campus will be arranged in an

American architect Edward D.
Stone, who designed the school,
unveiled the plans recently. Lebanese Prime Minister -(Siieb Salain, a graduate of the International College, called them "magnificent."
The college's principal, Thomas C. Schuller, said construction
on the new campus was expected
to begin early this summer and

LEDC*F.11 & TIMES — MITTIRAY. KENTUCKY
elliptical pattern. In the center along and perpetuate his name
will stand the library and admid- by, paying for that," he said.
istration building. A student acThe new campus has been detivity building, incluvung dining
rooms, will stand along one side signed for 1,800 students in grades
of the ellipse overlooking the sea. corresponding from the seventh
grade to the freshman year of
An auditorium seating 765 will college in the American system.
stand at one end of the circle.
Emphasis will be on teaching in
Stone pointed out a bell tower English, but classes also will be
designed to set off the relatively taught in French and Arabic.
flat buildings.
The International College was
"l'in hoping someone will come founded in 1891 at Irniir, Turkey

'CARRY ON fillit3E'

—

LIVE FANTASTIC

ADVENTURE

A.1001 ARABIAN NIGHTSr!...

1; 49c

iii
-7
11
C

, 20.

•••••••

- lb.10

Rs 25c

*PLUS '7 GUNS TO MESA'
immimmossimimmirr

BEAUTY JOINS PROTEST — Armida Perez, who was Cuba's
entry in the 1958 Miss Universe beauty contest, joins a
crowd of 10,000 anti-Castro-ites demonstrating in Miami,
Fla. Her husband is sefting a
80-year sentence in a Cuban
prison as a freedom fighter.

5,
'
IV
I.
41_4.

Getin on Chevyl;
brand ofsavings

•

I.

6

- 4.„,

I
•

atyour Chevy cleated

TRUCKMI MP

-lb.

Western star Roy Rogers
spreads the good word for
your focal dealer! "Right
now he's making it easier
than ever to own America's
easiest riding truck. That's
Chevy —the truck that
saves you plenty with its
special brand of Independent Front Suspension."

the 10C

59c

FOR Ne
2qc
I

Prof. Frank Gunter art instructor, will open a one-man show in
New Yore Friday.
Included in the exhibit will be
approximately 20 paintings and
watercolors. The show will run
through May 10 at the Hilda Carmel Gallery.

4'

—10c
10c
oz.i9c

39!
2.9!
RP I

Gunter Works Exhibited
In how York Art Gallery

....
83
.•";;:
a) tp, :
•:. .
tt

talk

— lb. 5C

The present enruilment counts
students from 94 countries, although the majority are from Lebanon and the neighboring Arab
states of Jordan, United Arab Republic, Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
Nearly 85 per cent of the college's budget homes from tuitions.
The remainder is made up by
private contributors in the United

IINI)ElfS DAYS

6

coi.c...OLLuxE
'SAM KIT/MAN GEORTE.
JESSE L LASKY.ALEPATStVER

The college, which still enrolls
only boys, moved to Beirut in
1936. Its more than 1,600 students,
including those in an elementary
school which will not move to the
new site, now share the campus of

the American University of Beirut States.
here.

ELK - SETTLE COMPANY
U11114G OUR ANNUAL

MomE RwrriNG THAN-

593

(then part of Greece). The CommunwealthofMassachusetts
granted it a charter in.1903 "for
the purpose of providing a thorough practical education for boys
and young men."

P

Friday and Saturday
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k
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(
.
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MINES OF BAUBLES!
SUMMER JEWELRY

2.44

73c

Usually 2.99

Usually 1.00

UsuoflyUO

White grained plastics! Softest! Embroidered
and crocheted straws! Lacquered baskt's ascanted with genuine leatnerl Even two-tones!

Imported bead necklaces, earrings. Summer
whites! Luster and fresh water pearls.' Single
••••vlamod
to ten-strand necklaces. Even safsI

Plastic-treated teatl-er; coffee clutch, llown-cve
wallet with room for lots of photos, change
purse-billfold combinations,embossed cissignar

plus fed. tax

Just pick the model that fits your job and you can
be sure you're putting your truck dollars where
they'll do the most good. You'll get a superefficient power to capacity ratio, a truck that's
Sturdi-Bilt clear through, a king-size cab to keep
your driver happy. And savings that just naturally
go along with Chevrolet's I.F.S. ride.
s You save on maintenance costs. I.F.S.lengthens
truck life and protects cargoes by soaking up as
much as 78 of all objectionable road shock and Chevy's hefty Jobmaster Gottandvibration. Your true1 keeps working for extra ard in Series 60 middleweights,
thousands of miles! How in the world can you go is known far and wide for its
wrong!Especially now—during truck roundup time! fuel-saving performance.

PROCESSED LEATHER
FASHION BILLFOLDS

NEWEST STYLES!
SUMMER HANDBAGS

pIesied lex

72 psMkz
-'

CHEVROLET ES.TRUCKS

4-oz.

•

lbs.4
59

MISSES' 2-PC. OUTFITS
SHIRT & JAMAICA SHORTS

25c ,

)

3.71,

11-9°
39c

Jamaica:I woven stripes,fancies, cable @fleets.
Tons: cool knits, broodcloths. Roll-up sleeves,
sleeveless! One with munoirom motif: 10 to 18.
rasevy's famous Tbriftmaster
9

6 does the
saving in thisileetside aswiel. IL's the most
highly respected truck 6 ever put under a
,hood. It's best known for economy and

S

•

135-horsepower 235-cu.-in. Thriftmaster's
standard in all Chevy pickups.

your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

•

2for 5.00

3.73

Cool, sleeveless cotton batistes, Dacron polyester and cottonsllacetouches,foggo.inglEmbroideriesl White, pastels. 32-38. Lush 2.66.

Maw*,turn.,coral, summer black; Smooth cotton broadclotf,; roll-up sleeves, soft impressed
pleated skirt. Bermuda or Puritan coliar.10-16.

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY
.114 South 5th Street

HAZEL HIGHWAY

ROLL-UP SLEEVE,
2-PC. COTTON OUTFITS

dependability—for pulling more loads over
the years than any other truck engine. The

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET

botk4

LACE, EMBROIDERY TRIMS!
MISSES' SUMMER BLOUSES

PLaza 3-42617

MURRAY, KY.

Murray, Kentucky,

T.F.D(IFR 8: TINTS - NIT'RRAY,

PVIP TFN
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COMPARE!
ORDINARY BREAD
HART'S TENDER-MIX WITH ORDINARY -BREAD...(HART'S IS "TEXTURIZED"
C
"
i elfR BETTER TEXTURE ... NO HOLES • NO STREAKS • NO POOR END SLICES
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